Sea adventure reveals
treasures of the deep

SJSU drops two of three;
team in tie for third place
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Bogus flyer
regarded as
’offensive’
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer
As a joke, Theta Chi hatemity
member Steve Vargas designed a
dance invitation resembling a missing person flyer.
But when Melissa Miller saw the
poster on campus, she wasn’t laughing.
"This is a very offensive joke."
said Miller. a secretary in the Physics Department. "It’s not funny at
all. I saw this next to a poster about a
real missing child."
The flyer was not intended to
make fun of missing people, according to Vargas.
He used the flyer to ask an Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority member to Friday night’s pledge dance.
Fraternity members were supposed to think of "elaborate" ways
to invite dates to the dance, according to Theta Chi President Robert
Thorson.
Vargas decided to make up a
"missing person" flyer with the
name
and
picture
of
Vera
Schwirzke, the woman he wanted to
take to the dance.
The flyer. which is almost identi
cal at first glance to those that have
been posted on campus for real missing students, reads:
’Have you seen this girl? Vera
Schwirzke. She s a student of SJSU
and a member of (Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority). Description: Hair-blonde
dreadlwks. Eyes 2 of
them.
Characteristics: Knows how to drink
vodka in a variety of ways. Responds
to Helga. Last seen at Stanford
Shopping Mall loitering in a Disneyland store with Biscuit Head. 0
found, send her to Theta Chi Fraternity 9 p.m. Friday, April 28, /989."
"MISSING" is written at the bottom of the flyer in large, bold letters.
There is a picture in the middle of
st,,, FLYER, back page

Autopsy reveals
few new details
in Zimmer case

Here it comes

Joe R. vitiann Special to
SJISU pitcher Gale Dean throws a pitch against
the Rainbow Wahines of Hawaii in the third in.
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the Daily

fling of a 3-2 loss. The Spartans won three of the
four games played against Hawaii.

By. Shelby Grad
Daffy staff writer
SM.! student Cathy Zimmer. who
was found murdered in an airport
parking lot nearly two months ago,
had pieces of "gray duct tape -like
material" stuck to parts of her body.
but the autopsy report released Monday shed little new light on the unsolved case.
The report by the Santa Clara
County Coroner’s ol lice, which took
about six weeks to eomplete. confirmed the prelimmai finding that
Zimmer was strangled to death.
San Jose Police Department homicide detectives visited SJSU Monday
to follow up on new leads in the investigation.
"We were following up a new
lead but we have no new information.’’ said SJPD Sgt. Preston \Vol
ter. "It was more eliminating e%
dence."
Officials declined to say what the
MAN es deuce is or whether the autopsy iesults prompted their campus
visit.
Pieces of a duct tape -like substance were found in Zimmer’s hair,
on her left ear and left sleeve of her
sweater, according to the report.
An earlier coroner’s report had
noted a "sticky material" t is found
on her face, pant cuff Ind hand.
Winter declined to say whether
the tape arid the sticky material were
sine in the same.
Zimmer also had a grayish -black
mark extending hom the middle other chin to the right side of her face.
according ts 11w autopsy report.
The report said several bruises on
her neck were the result of strangulation
signs of sexual assault were re-
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W mtei di:Limed to comment on
the autopsy report, nor would he release any new details about the inSestigation

Host, es or. he did confirm that police have again turned their attention
S.ISt ’ to look into "new leads
Police initially intersiessed Zanmer’s slassinates and remised her
last -known steps on L:11111111. when
she was first leported miss in
The pi esence of the diki tape is
one avenue Winter said authorities
are investigating.
/Milner. a 38 -year -old business
maim and 1111,ther sit two teenagers.
ss:is I titisl in her 1986 Chrysler New
Yokel larOt 10 in a remots parking lot :it San Jose International Air pout
Het botb t% is tound in the back
seat ci us ci Cd by a inulti-volored
quilt.
She kd’s last seen at SJSU March
Sei Pt /1 (F R. back page

Workshops, speakers to inform
Veteran journalism instructor dies SJSU students about disabilities
Collapses in newsroom

By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
Veteran newspaperman and SJSU
instructor Boyd Haight died Monday
from an arterial blood clot. He was
66.
Haight. a part-time journalism instructor at SJSU and state editor for
the evening edition of the San Jose
Mercury News, collapsed at his desk
in the newsroom and was pronounced dead at 10:23 a.m.
He was in the process of laying
out the afternoon Peninsula edition
of the Mercury News.
Colleagues. friends and students
mourned the death of Haight and
lauded him as a genuinely kind man
who was friendly, patient and always willing to lend a hand.
"What stands out in my mind is
that he was a nice, sensitive man,"
said Gary Richards. assistant city editor for the San Jose Mercury News.

"He was the one person you knew
would thank you for working hard
on a story, he said.
Polly. Haight’s wife, could not he
reached for comment.
Haight, who started teaching beginning and advanced journalism
courses at SJSU in 1980. will be sorely missed by the department. said
Dennis Brown, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communication.
"He was a very good person," he
said. "You really can’t replace a guy
like that. He was an excellent teacher and his student evaluations
were consistently very high and
among the hest in the department."
Haight also attended SJSU as a
student from 1940-1943. In 1943 he
was an editor on the Spartan Daily
before joining the U.S. Army during
World War II.
See INSTRUCTOR, hack page

By Elizabeth James
The day -long event includes a presentation by Charlie Wedemeyer. a
Daily staff writer
SJSU students will have several former I .os ( ;MO., H101 Sfiiisl footopportunities to learn more about ball coach .ind subject sit a made- for TV minis le
disabled students today.
Wedeineyer has I ou (iehrig’s disThe 12th annual Disabled StuAwareness
dents Recognition and
ease, which affects tlie nervous sy
Day is designed to inform students tem hy the progressive degeneration
through of the
tor nerve tracts. according
disabilities
about
direcworkshops, speakers and a rowcycle to Dr Robert Latta. is
tor ol Student Health Seis lees.
race.
A %Rico showne Wedemeyer’s
The theme for the day is "Celebrating Disability: Pride. Digint, 19MS championship season will be
show ii at I p ui in the I Anna Prieta
and Equality .

Industrial design show to feature
futuristic automobiles, computers
By Andrew H. Charming
Daily staff writer
An automobile made out or surfboard foam may not
be driveable. but it could win an Industrial Design Ment
Award.
The 3 -foot -long foam four -wheeler, along with other
sleek models of futuristic cars designed by SJSU students, will fill room 207 of the An Building today at
6:30 p.m. for the Industrial Design Show.
The show features scaled -down versions of imaginary cars, computers, and other contrivances.
Sponsored by the Industrial Designer’s Society of
America, the event is an opportunity for SJSU students
to show their work.
"We have sonic very talented students in the Industrial Design Department." said Frank Hsieh, president

of the 1DSA club.
"They use futuristic concepts to create detailed models," he said.
All levels of work, from a computer mouse to a
space -aged automobile detailed down to the bumper.
will be displayed.
Rather than building them out of metal or plastic, the
designers made their works out of foam, plexiglass or
wood.
"It should be a lot of fun." said SJSU senior Toni
Shoda, an industrial design major who will take pan in
tonight’s festivities.
Students will receive various awards for their efforts,
including magazine subscriptions and an IDSA merit
award.
See SHOW, hack page

isa Isaacs

Daqy stall photographer

John I,eatherman rides a rowcycle designed for the disabled

du,aission
Room, folio \kid M
with Wedemey el and his wite.
A sign language poet. Ella Mae
Lentz. will he signing some of her
poems ’filch: v% ill he an interpreter
for the hearing audience. This event
vs ill be held in the amphitheater at
I I :31) a. in.
’’Marty
Stewart
Goddard.
Voight" from the television series
"TV lilt." will speak in the amphitheater at 1100II
TWO workshops designed to promote better understanding of disabilities will be offered during the day
"Better Understanding" is aimed
at helping disabled people become
nuire employ ahle through incieased
conlidence and self -esteem.
The workshop. held in the Loma
Nicht Room at 2:15 p.m.. is being
presented by Rob Mcl can and Michael lee Both are physically dis
abled.
"Classroom Accommodations t-or
Students with learning Disabili
ties." a workshop to he presented by
Edwin Hatherly and Judy HazelrigBrown. focuses on the needs ot students w ith learning disabilities, such
as dy sles la The event will he held in
the Loma Prieta Room at ill a.m.
A deaf art student. !tame Chow,
will have an art exhibit in the art
i1.111. 10 I p.m.
quad tr0111
Greg Mural vs ill present a live at
show at II am and 12..30 p in in
the amphitheater.
There will be rowcycle races on
Ninth Street from 10 a.m. to 11:30
a.m.
A rowcycle is a three -wheeled.
arm -powered bike used by the disabled for exereise
Qualifying heats will precede the
final race Winners of the early heats
will receive popcorn Passes for
Sec DISABI.F.D. back page
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Campus Voice

Movie helps research
on political trends,
cultural attitudes
Roy Christman teaches political science and
American studies at SJSU.
When I told my political science class I planned
to see "Red Scorpion" starring Dolph Lundgren,
students rolled their eyes and questioned my good
sense.
Movies like this, however, are about more than
Mr. Lundgren flexing his well-oiled pecs and
destroying entire armies. They are cultural documents, reflecting their times.
In the first place, the hero, Mr. Lundgren, plays
a communist. (He played one beforehe’s the
Russian in the last Rocky movie who kills Apollo
Creed ant then fights Rocky). During the course of
"Red Scorpion," Lundgren becomes disenchanted
with the tactics of Soviet-backed forces and
switches sides. He does not renounce Karl Marx or
curse V. I. Lenin. He decides his side is not living
up to its ideals.
It is difficult to envision an action movie as
recently as two or three years ago in which a
"Red" is the main hero. Gorbachev’s pr2ularity
and recent changes in the USSR have made it
acceptable to sec Russians as people with whom
we can identify in a Rambo-type role.
The one American in the movie, a reporter
played by M. Emmet Walsh, is suspicious of
Lundgren’s motives. Initially these suspicions are
justified, although Walsh clings to them longer
than necessary. When he does accept the hero as a
good guy, the two of them make a formidable
teamagainst the Cubans.
That’s right, Cubans.
Perhaps I should start from the beginning. See,
there are these Cuban advisors in an African country who are very nasty to the rebel tribespeople.
Not only do they rocket them from helicopter gunships, but they also employ poisonous chemicals.
Lundgren (Soviet special forces) is sent in to
assassinate the African Izader. He sees the evil and
switches sides. (Am I giving too much of this
away?) The Cubans eventually torture him to get
Into to tell them the Soviet plans.
The movie thus illustrates:
Russian commies are human and have ideals.
Amcricans and Russians can work together.
Cuban commies are vicious people who will
stop at nothing.
Other political and cultural insights from "Red
Scorpion":
Third World anti-communists don’t need U.S.
military intervention, thank you, although they
could do with some Stinger missiles.
Americans are uncultured boors, but goodhearted. The reporter, for example, defends freedom of speech as the right to swear any time and
any place you want. The audience I was with took
this definition seriously.
Racism of a sort makes an appearance. The
African leader is discouraged after a defeat; the
white guy bucks him up.
Cultural pluralism is making inroads. The white
guy learns both humility and nature lore from a
Bushman. The Bushman learns to say goodbye in
Russian.
"Red Scorpion" was partially filmed in
Namibia, the South African colony on the verge of
independence. Perhaps South Africa is the unstated benefactor and weapons supplier of the movie’s
anti -Cuban guerrillas.
It should be clear by now that political science
professors need to see films like this. I’m not only
seeing a movie, I’m doing research on political and
cultural trends. Next weekend I’m researching the
new John Candy movie for evidence of changes in
attitudes toward poitical authority and the police.

Letters to the Editor
North merely under orders
Editor,
Oliver North is a scapegoat for the Reagan
Administration’s involvement in the Iran-Contra scandal.
A lieutenant colonel in the Marine Corps, regardless
of his position in a high-level security post such as the
National Security Council, would be unable to conduct
clandestine operations without his superiors’ knowledge.
Security may be, at times, lax in the upper echelons
of government, but never to the extent that a middle
level officer would be able to work both independently
and in secrecy. His superiors either authorized him to
conduct negotiations or approved of his actions and
simply chose to look the other way in order to maintain
their "innocence."
Regardless, North could not have acted alone. Right
or wrong is not on trial here; what is on trial is whether
or not North acted independently of the laws of the
United States government or if he acted on orders from
that same body to commit an illegal act.
North believed in his job fervently. He also believed
in loyalty, and as an officer of the U. S. military subject
to the laws of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, he
would only have acted on such a delicate issue with
orders from a higher authority, be it the CIA, the
Pentagon, or the White House. Documents that would
have been vital to the prosecution in this case were
destroyed in 1987, either on orders, or from panic, or
both.
Unfortunately, William Casey, former director of the
CIA, the one person who could have very probably shed
the ultimate truth on the whole scandal, died, ironically,
just prior to the hearings in May of 1987.
It is now the jurors’ turn to decide the fate of North.
Guilty or innocent, there will be serious dissent. If
North is acquitted, the blame and the focus will immediately shift to the higher echelons of government, perhaps all the way to the presidency. If he is convicted,
cries of "scapegoat" or "overzealous officer with delusions of grandeur" will resound. There can be no winner
in this case.
Mike Miller
Senior
English
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Groups have own social rules

College liberalism at its best

Editor,
The article written by Andrew H. Channing regarding the social abilities of engineers, exposed an incredible amount of ignorance. Maybe some students have
been going to too many parties and missed out on some
basics about our culture. Our society is made up of
many subcultures, each having their own set of social
rules and expectations. Just because engineers are
required to study more than the average student and
can’t spend the afternoon playing hacky sac at the beach
wondering if their sunglasses clash with their Jams
doesn’t preclude that they don’t socialize and do it successfully.
The article also presents the opinion that engineers
are unemotional. Of course engineers have emotions;
we just happen to apply a logical and systematic
approach to problem solving. This is why engineers
design super computers and space shuttles, while advertising and marketing people sell beer using a female dog
that dresses like a human.
Saying engineers are socially inept is like saying
business majors are unethical and greedy and physical
education majors are unintelligent and art majors
arc...well, art majors. These are all broad generalizations based upon a lack of understanding.
Mike Svetal
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

Editor,
Congratulations to Joel Beers for another enlightening viewpoint of college liberalism.
With the stroke of a keyboard, Beers partitioned conservatives, particularly Republicans, into a category
normally reserved for members of the Third Reich. This
blatant attack on conservative philosophy was inspired
by an apparent dream Beers had of a Reich style
takeover of California by Republicans. A dream which
was likely inspired by a void of reason, intellect and
knowledge.
Beers predominates the mentality of an ill-informed
and prudish college liberal. A mentality often fertilized
by ignorance. With this latest attempt to rally the masses for a revolution of liberal politics, Beers proved to be
as objective as a frothing mob. In reference to all of
Beers’ statements, the following quotation by Hunter
Thompson can best describe Beers’ ability to convey a
political viewpoint: "...ranked with some of the worst
and most baffling outbursts of utterly meaningless gibberish in English-language journalism."
Perhaps we should expect this style of writing. When
a writer attacks a political philosophy without basing
their opinion on fact, they demonstrate a poor ability to
reason. This entire overview of Republicans reflects
back upon a fear by some liberals in 1981 that the
Reagan administration would lead the nation to war:
Fear steeped in ignorance.
If Beers is searching for people to agree with his
viewpoint that conservatives are genocidal brutes, his
search will prove futile. If the style of writing produced
by Beers is any reflection on the development of journalists by our Mass Communications department, then
the system has failed miserably. Beers’ feeble attack on
conservative philosophy proves him to be an unqualified political critic.
Brett Welch
Senior
Advertising

Indignation is understandable
Editor,
I believe the five letters to the editor in Friday’s
Spartan Daily from engineering students displayed
appropriate indignation. The letters were in reaction to
views about engineers in an article describing a new
G.E. course, EE 196L"Engineering and Society,"
which I will offer in the Fall ’89 semester.

Few people enjoy being considered anti -social, How ’bout positive coverage?
unemotional, or nerdy, just because of the major they’ve
chosen. No doubt this stereotype of the engineering stu- Editor,
dent exists. But then so does the stereotype of the
This letter is in response to Lisa Emery’,’ recent letter
humanities or social science major as unfocused,
frivolous, muddle-headed, impractical, etc. Many of my
engineering students, in fact, are musicians or poets or
active members of various community groups. And I’d
bet many English majors tune up their own cars.
We all know how shallow and narrow stereotypes
arc. But they are real, and I think a discussion of stereotypes is a good point of departure for a dialogue
between engineering and non-engineering students concerning the questions: Who are engineers? And what
role do they play in shaping the world we live in?
The Daily article about my course may have left the
impression that the purpose of the course is to "socialize" engineering studcnts. On the contrary, I assume that
engineers are as social as anyone else and that the profession of engineering is inherently social, practiced in
response to social needs and desires. One purpose of EE
196L is to provide a forum for the open discussion by
engineering and non -engineering majors of important
issues that emerge from seeing engineering as a social
enterprise, e.g., issues of ethics and professional conduct. We will assume in EE196L that engineering is
more than just a good way to make a living. The work
that engineering students will do as professional engineers will affect, for good or for ill, the fate of the planet.
All of us, engineers and non-engineers, arc increasingly implicated in the technological spirit which pervades the modem world. Getting beyond destructive
stereotypes, which only tend to block enginecers from
meaningful engagement with the social world, will be
necessary in order for engineers to have an authentic
implication in technology and a richer particiaptation in
achieving the Good, as socially, personally, and spiritually defined.
Gene Moriarty
Professor
Electrical Engineering
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regarding Rob Lyon’s column on KSJS. I believe that
Lisa is the one who missed the point. She admits in her
letter that Lyon wanted to stir up controversy with his
column. This is exactly the motive that Lyon accused
KSJS of having by airing the (albeit despicable) viewpoints of a white supremacist.
I defend Mr. Lyon’s right to express his opinion in
the editorial section of a newspaper. I hope that he now
realizes that KSJS has the same obligation as the
Spartan Daily to air controversial viewpoints.
Yes, Mr. Lyon’s column prompted the (independent)
response of many Spartan Daily readers who happen to
be KSJS staff members. I do not believe that this flood
of letters to the Daily was the result of KSJS personnel
"jumping at the chance to start a controversy." We do
not put in the long hours necessary to run a radio station
simply for the purpose of trying to stir up controversy.
All the letters from KSJS personnel (including this
one) appeared because we are proud of the programming that KSJS offers the university and communit.
including over 20 hours of international public affair,
and issues-oriented programming. I think that some 01
us are weary of the fact that KSJS seems to only receive
press when some controversial topic arises. How about
some coverage on the other excellent programming that
KSJS has to offer (including our nationally recognized
weekend jazz program, "The Creative Source")?
Brad Stone
Asst. Professor of Chemistry
Jazz Music Director, KSJS-FM

Letters Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from you,
our readers.
Letters will be edited for length or libel, and we
reserve the right to hold letters when there
has been a substantial amount of comment
on a specific subject.
Letters may be submitted to the Student Union
Information Center or to the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall, rm. 208.
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Greek Week finishes
with Olympic games

e Ia erner - lal y sta p otograp r
After losing his paddle, Sigma Alpha Mu member Dave hat uses his arms during the paddle boat competition Friday

San Jose police chief speaks on gun control
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Gun
buyers should be required to undergo
training and testing before taking
weapons home, said San Jose Police
Chief Joseph McNamara.
The longtime advocate of tighter
controls on gun ownership told the
Commonwealth Club of California
last week that National Rifle Association members "have exploited a

tear of crime in order to sell guns to
people who do not want guns, who
do not need guns, who do not know
how to use guns and who do not
really know how dangerous guns are
to them and their families."
The chief suggested amendments
to the 1968 Firearm Control Act, including keeping a record of each
firearm on a computer to help law

enforcement officials trace weapons
used in crimes and to provide reliable information about how many
firearms are possessed in the United
States.
He also proposed background
checks for all gun buyers during a
uniform waiting period. Current regulations vary from state to state.
"The existing law makes it too

easy to purchase a firearm and leaves
no record of the purchase for law enlbrceinent. he said. "The ease with
which Patrick Purdy (the Stockton
schools ard killer) purchased weapons is 4 national disgrace."
Two bills working their way
through the California Legislature
would virtually ban semiautomatic
assault weapons. Both are opposed
by the NRA.

By I.isa Elmore
Daily staff writer
Despite cloudy skies. SJSU fraternity and sorority members turned out
in full force for the Greek Olympics
Friday.
Part of the annual Greek Week
competitions, this year’s olympics
began about 1:30 p.m. with a paddleboal race at the Aquatics Center
swimming pool. About 20(1 spectator!: and Greek members attended.
Competing were six teams made
up of members from two fraternities
and one sorority.
One female and one male navigated the boat across the pool where
the male abandoned ship and was replaced by another fraternity member
who crossed the pool again.
In the first race, the team with
members from Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity and Kappa Delta sorority began
with a strong lead until Dave fiat of
SAM manned the boat.
hat’s teammate, Marcell America of ATO had dropped his paddle
in the water when he left the boat.
Thinking fast, hat began to paddle with his hands and reached the
other side of the pool before the
other two boats.
hat was replaced by Bob Rosenau
of ATO who paddled the boat to victory with KI) member Chrissy Elcenkl.
The second race was taken by
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, Sigma
Nu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities. Nieves Straaberg of AOP and
Robert Pennell of SN drove the winning boat.
In the third and final race, the
same team i that won the first bout
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Industrial Designers Society of
America: Student work show, 6:30
p.m.. Art Building Room 207. For
more information call 297-8939 or
279-6747.
Club
Lusitania:
PorugueseAmerican college encounter, 9:30
am., S.U. 1.1mu nh um Room. For
more information call 262-8(144.
SJSU Foreign Language Alumni
Association: Business meeting (then
dinner), 6 p.m.. Sweeney Hall
Room 303. For more information
call (415)871-8528.
Student AMliation For Environmental Respect: Meeting. 6:30
p.m.. Dudley Moorhead Hall Room
235A. For more information call
924-5467.
Economics Students Association: Meeting, I:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room.
Campus Ministry Center: Faculty -Staff Breakfast, 7:30 p.m.. University Club. For more information
call 298-02(14.
Marketing Club: "Career in
Sales at TSI, 3:30 p.m.. S.U. Coslanoan Room. For more information
call 281-3161.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Here’s life, 7:15 p.111.. S.U. Council
Chambers. For more information
call 294-4249.
Asian
American
(’hristian
Fellowship: Meeting. 7 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room.
Career Placement and Planning: Co-op orientation, 2 p.m.,
S.C. Almaden Room. For more in (urinal on ill9?4-N)33.
WEDNESDAY
MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.m.. War
quist Library North Room 307. For
more information call 298-2531.
Financial Management Association: "Dueling Hanks" Bank of
America versus Citicorp 5 p.m..
S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call 27(1-1967.

Mu Alpha Gamma: Mandato’
meeting, 4:31) p.m.. Dwight Hemel
Hall Room 205.
Career Planning and Placement: Oral preparations, 6 p.m..
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call 924-6033.
Re-Entry Program: Brown bag
lunch series, noon, S.11. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
924-5931.
IRM Club: Speaker: Dr. Edward
Mahler. 6 p.m.. Engineering Auditorium Room 189. For more information call 265-5816.
Black Faculty and Staff: Meeting. noon. Afro-American Building
Conference Room. For more information call 924-6117.
(’hristian Science Organitation:
Meeting. 2 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room.
Germania Club: German Food
Sale. 11 a.m., Barheque Pits. For
more information call 247-9746.
Vovinam Vietvodao: Martial Art
Practice. 7:30 p.m.. Spartan Complex Room 202. For more information call 295-7125
THURSDAY
India
Students
Associar :
Election meeting. 11 am.. S.U. Pacheco Room, for more inforniation
call 446-3042.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
studs. noon. S.U. Minna’s Room
For more information call 298-0204.
Gay and I.esbian Alliance: Flee
tions and games day. 5 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe R00111. For more information call 236-2002.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Magarine
Day, 8:30 a.m.. Student Union. For
more information call 293-4174.
Botany Club: Seminar. 1.311
p.m., Duncan Hall Room 344. For
more information call 993-0864.
Physics Department: Speaker:
Andrew Tam -IBM Almaden. 1:30
p.m., Science Building Room 251
For more information call 924 5261.

Department of Math and Computer Science: Speaker on Deliruijn
Sequences. 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
Room 924-5144.
Calmeca Project: Calmeca Barleque. 1 p.m.. Barbeque Pits. For
Imre information call 924-8093.
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room.
FRIDAY

Visit Continuing Education
in D131-1 13613 or Bldg. T
or get a copy at Administration Bldg.
Info Center, Student Union Info Center
or Admissions and Records Lobby.

SATURDAY
Baseball: Versus Long Beach
State. 7 p.m.. Municipal Stadium.
For more information call 924 FANS.
Alpha Phi Omega Co-ed Service
Fraternity: Boy Scout camp work
day. 9 a.m., Boulder Creek. For
more information call 225-1009 in
245-9165.

CLASSES START MAY 30!

GIVE ’EM THE BOUT.
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-prevailed.
But this time, the team never lost
the strong lead it established in the
beginning of the race.
The winning boat was again
paddled by Rosenau and Elcenkl
who, like the rest of their team
mates, were understandably elated.
"That’s sweet," Rosenau said.
America said it was "great."
The rest of the day’s events
iiiy diriy, the human pyramid and
the tug -it-war - were staged on the
grass area adjacent to the pool.
Radio station KSJS (90.7 FM)
played music for this part of the
event on a portable stereo system
which was set up on a picnic table.
KSJS disc jockeys George Headley (aka "the Scholar") and Beet
Soriano played a mix of Top 40 and
modern music along with Ground
Zero Records store owner John
Nguyen.
The winning teams for all of the
day’s competitions were Alpha Omicron Pi, Sigma Nu. and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon in first place: Delta
Zeta sorority. Tau Kappa Epsilon
and Theta Chi fraternities in second
place; and Alpha Phi sorority . Delta
Upsilon and Kappa Sigma fraterni
ties in third place.

GET YOUR FREE
SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
NOW!

Baseball: Versus Long Beach
State, 7 p.m.. Municipal Stadium.
For more information call 924 FANS.
Bulwer-Lytton Society: Spring
barbeque and volleyball. noon, Barbeque Pits. For more information
call 1-41519654850.

Mil

The events
included paddle
boat races, human
pyramid, izzy dizzy
and tug-o-war.

SPRING BOUTONNIERES
FOR SPRING SORORITY
DANCES.

City Center _florist
GIN
295-4321
CORNER OF E. SANTA CLARA ST & NINTH
SAN JOSE, CA,.
we can meet out of town needs

’o

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
BAY AREA URBAN LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
Bay Area Urban League Scholarship Program assists
academically talented and industrious underrepresented
minority students needing financial assistance.
Applications available at:
Financial Aid Office
Walquist South 275
924-6063

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
The Doubletree Hotel at the Santa Clara
Convention Center is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
WAITER/ WAITRESS
Full and part time positions available
in CAFFE MILANO Restaurant.
Flexible shifts and great benefits.
Some restuarant experience preferred.
COCKTAIL WAITER/ WAITRESS
For our popular CHII’S Nightclub.
6 months previous experience required.
Apply in person! Human Resources Dept.,
5101 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara.

DOUBLECREE HOTEL
SANTA CLARA
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Biology students study secrets of sea
as Neptune’s depth yields its contents

Marine biology. instructor James Nybakken examines a jar of
sled at %loss landing.
specimens collected by the bott

The red rockfish added splotches
of color to the contents of the net:
all but a few of the ensnared fish
were dead, crushed by the rocks.
Gelatinous
eyeballs
bulged.
some to the point of being jettisoned from their sockets. The gills
of an occasional survivor flared in
an attempt to prolong an ebbing
existence.
The ship’s winch hoisted the rear
end of the net and dumped its contents onto the deck . A group of marine hiologx students rushed toward
the Ils blind of carnage like children
collei:ting the spilled innards of a
pinata
The students at Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories - a program
often col,
administered by SJSt ’
lect specimens trom a nearby salt
water bog called Elkhorn Slough.
But field trips farther out at sea only
Occur once a semester for most
classes. so the students in the Biology ot the Mollusca class were
eager to inspect the spoils of their
treasure !WM.
"This is the rape -and -pillage part
of the trip. said graduate student
Jeniferl.eitt.

SJSU open university student Eric Nigg, left, and

’s%bukken and I ,e% itt

A device known as a beam trawl
dredged a myriad of invertebrates
from a depth of nearly half a mile,
The trawl, which was towed behind
the Research Vessel Point Sur,
scraped specimens off a ridge in the
Monterey submarine canyon nine
miles from the beach at Moss Landing, between Santa Cm/ and Monterey.
The fish were cast aside as uninteresting impediments. More bi/arre life forms, which. to the untrained eye,
resembled items
commonly found in the kitchen garbage, were extracted from the rubble.
One round red tentacled piece of
soft coral could easily have been
mistaken for a potato that rolled out
of a sack under the sink and went
unnoticed for weeks. A miniature
version of a corncob turned out to
he the egg sack of a snail whose
name. Neptunia. makes it sound
like an alien being from the sun’s
eighth planet.
A second trawl yielded different
brands of beasties from a depth of
60 meters. A mechanism called a
bottom sled scooped up a mound of

bakken pull in the beam trawl net full of fish, rocks

mud, which was then filtered
through a screen, exposing a collection of seemingly inanimate, miniscule flecks, specks and twigs.

Back in the lab, microscopes
transformed the collection into a
Petri dish /ix) teeming with life.
Gastropods, scaphipixls and a variety of creatures with equally foreign
names vied for territory in their

new, glass -enclosed environment.
The availablity of ocean vesses
and equipment for the collection if
specimens, coupled with the pres.
ence of a resident faculty, differentiates the marine science program a.
Moss Landing from similar programs in the California State University system, said instructor
James Nybakken.
Other programs teach courses at
a home campus and have a separate
marine station. At Moss Landing,
students can attend class and observe marine life in its natural setting without having to travel between two facilities, he said.
Approximately 120 students are
enrolled at Moss Landing through
any one of six CSU campuses.
1-10se%er. most of the students rarely set foot on the campus of the
school that assigns their academic
credit.
They don’t have to. because the
laboratories at Moss Landing form
a self-sufficient marine science institution.
"It’s just like a university," Nybakken said. "I think that’s why it
works as well as it does.’’

and other specimens dredged from the sea

ievb treasures of the sea through a microscope

Text by
Phillip Best
(;raduate student Jenifer 1.evitt shows the group a small skate egg she found in the pile of specimens
Photos by
Larry Strong
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Bush eulogizes USS Iowa dead
Offers grieving
relatives ’gratitude
of a nation’
NORFOLK. Va. (API President Bush Monday offered grieving
friends and relatives of the 47 crewmen killed in the USS Iowa explosion the "gratitude of a nation" for
the sailors’ service to their country.
"We will not
we cannot, as
long as we live -- know why God
has called them home. But of one
thing we can be sure - - this world is
a more peaceful place because of the
USS Iowa," Bush said at a memorial service at the Norfolk Naval Air
Station.
Among the 3.(XX) people at the
service were victims’ relatives and
scores of sailors and officers in dress
blues. A bouquet of red roses was
placed in front of the podium. Be-

hind were an American flag and the
battleship’s banners.
The service came a day after the
World War II -era battleship eased
into its home port, its gun barrels
scorched and its I ,5(X) crewmen at
the rails in white uniforms and black
armbands.
The president, himself a World
War II Navy pilot, said he was proud
to recommission the Iowa in 1984
and said it had earned 11 battle stars
in two wars.
But referring to the fire and explosion last week in the battleship’s No.
2 gun turret, he said, "Now, fate has
written a sorrowful chapter in the
history of the USS Iowa."
"They came from Hidalgo,
Texas. and Cleveland, Ohio; from
Tampa, Fla. and Costa Mesa,
Calif.," the president said. "They
came to the Navy as strangers,
served the Navy as shipmates and
friends and left the Navy as brothers
in eternity."

"To the Navy community, remember that you have the admiration of America for sharing the burden of grief as a family," Bush said.
"You must be heroically strong
now. ... To all who mourn a son, a
brother, a husband, a father, a
friend, -- I can only offer you the
gratitude of a nation, for your loved
one served his country with distinction and honor," he said.
He said to the children of the lost
crewmen, "You must never forget
that your father was America’s
pride."
Afterward, the president and his
wife, Barbara, moved through the
crowd as a Navy hymn was played,
offering words of consolation, shaking hands and hugging mourners,
many of them in tears.
On Sunday night, about 3,(XX)
family members and friends greeted
the ship on its arrival at Norfolk
Naval Base, exchanging tearful embraces with loved ones.

Jurors resume in Oliver North trial
after taking one-day leisure break
WASHINGTON (AP) --The jury
resumed deliberations Monday in the
Oliver North trial after a one -day leisure break under the watchful eyes
of U.S. marshals.
The nine women and three men
were brought from their downtown
hotel in a van for their third day of
meetings shortly before 9 a.m.
The marshals taped television
shows for them over the weekend
and cut out anything that might refer
to the North trial or the Iran -Contra
affair. And the guards remained
nearby while the jurors spent a lei-

surely Sunday with their families to
ensure that there be no discussion
about the case.
Meanwhile today, an alternate
juror, dismissed Thursday when the
case went to the jury, said on "CBS
This Morning" that "I just felt for"
North.
"I had a sense that ... higher-ups
was involved," Linda Brown Clark
said. Asked whether President Bush
or former President Reagan should
have been asked to testify, she said:
"I think it might have helped, you
know, to find out if they was actu-

ally behind it ... or if they was telling him what to do ... if it was his
job, you know. It would have been
easier for him and it might not even
have come to trial if someone would
have spoke up.
North subpoenaed both Bush and
Reagan. U.S. District Judge Gerhard
A. Gesell set aside the Bush subpoena and quashed the one for Reagan.
North is charged with lying to
Congress, illegally converting $4,3(X) travelers’ checks to hiw own use
conspiring to commit tax fraud.

Protesters arrested at People’s Park
Four people
BERKELEY (AP)
were arrested early Monday after
they chained themselves to a concrete slab poured over the weekend
in an effort to build a permanent toilet on university -owned People’s
Park.
The protesters were cited for misdemeanor charges of entering property with the intent to cause damage,

said Sgt. Leroy Pereira of the University of California at Berkeley,
which owns the 2.3 -acre lot.
Campus workers later tore up the
slab and carted it away. There was
no resistance by those arrested, although officers had to use bolt cutters to remove them, said Pereira.
Last Thursday, some 50 activists
commemorating the 20th anniver-

sary of the founding of the park
started building the toilet, only to
have it torn up the next morning by
campus workers and police. They returned this weekend during a street
fair and resumed the work.
The fence was torn down in 1972
by protesters, and the university
since then has allowed limited use of
the land by the public,

Federal inmate rise attributed to drug arrests
WASHINGTON (AP)
An increase in drug -related arrests and
stricter sentencing requirements
have brought about a 7.4 percent
hike in the number of inmates in
federal and state prisons, but
prison capacity hasn’t kept up,
according to the Justice Department.
At the end of 1988, a record
627,402 men and women were incarcerated nationwide, but the
most optimistic estimate of prison
capacity said there was room for

566,898. While the prison population was increasing by 7.4 percent,
the prison capacity was increasing
by just 5.5 percent.
"The 1988 increase translates
into a nationwide need for more
than 8(11) new prison bed spaces
per week," said the report written
by Lawrence A. Greenfeld, corrections unit chief for the department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics.
The FBI, meanwhile, announced that serious crimes nationwide rose 3 percent between

1987 and 1988. The total number
of violent crimes reported to law
enforcement agencies increased 5
percent, paced by a 7 percent jump
in aggravated assaults in the last
year, according to preliminary results of the 1988 Uniform Crime
Report.
The report released Sunday said
the 42,967 additional prisoners in
1988 were about 3.5(11) more than
the number added during 1987.
There had been a 7.2 percent hike
in 1987 over the previous year.

ADVERTISING MAJORS

There’s no better
way to learn how
to do good
advertising...
than real
’hands on’
practice.

Positions opening for Fall 1989

Retail Advertising Manager
Co-op Advertising Manager
National Advertising Manager
Art Director
Downtown Advertising Manager
Account Executives & Artists

Gain valuable newspaper
experience working on
the best college daily
newspaper in the state
of California, while
earning 3 units toward
your degree.

Join the Spartan Daily team
Call Jack Quinton at 924-3270 for an interview today
.

Prices Reduced!
Getting Started With a Macintosh
Just Got Easier
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Featuring

Charlie Wedemeyer
Los Gatos High School

If you’ve been waiting to buy a Macintosh computer there’s no time like the
present. Succeeding in school these days takes ambition, talent, hard work, and the
right tools. There’s no better tool for today’s competitive world than the Macintosh
computer. Whether you are walking the road less traveled, writing with great
expectations, or plotting megatrends, a Macintosh computer will help you get control
of your time and your life.
It just got easier to own a Macintosh. We have reduced prices on the
Macintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE with 2 drives, and the Macintosh SE with a 20
megabyte hard disk.

football coach and subject
of national TV movie. Meet him
and hear his story.
1:00 - 2:15 in the Loma Prieto Room

Ella Mae Lentz
A nationally known Sign Language
poet with interpreter for the hearing audience.
11:30 - 12 noon in the Amphitheater.

Stewart Goddard of CBS’ "TV 101"
Come see him in the Amphitheater from 12:15 - 1:00

There are lots of ways to buy a Macintosh, or to help your parents buy it for
you. So, stop by and we’ll give you the details on how you can solve your search for
excellence with Macintosh.

There’s no time like today to graduate
up to Macintosh.

pm

Learning Disabled Workshops
"Classroom Accomodations for the Learning Disabled"
from 10:00 - 11:00 am in the Loma Prieta Room.

Rowcycle Races on 9th Street
1 1 am

-

1 pm

BIG

LOTS OF FUN!

PRIZE SI

MUSIC!

Awards Ceremony and Reception
Wiggsy Sivertsen
Loma Prieto’ Room, 4 - 5 pm

Distinguished Speaker and Pres. Acad Senate -

Bundles with special pricing availablestop by the Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
for more details; 408/924-1809
The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit,
Apple Loan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.
Prices arc for Full -Time Faculty, Staff and Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or MasterCard
must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse.Not good with any other offers
Limit-one system unit per customer.

Tuesday April 25, 1989

11 am - 5pm

Disability Awareness Day
Student Union, San Jose State University

Tuesday, April 25, I 989/S parta n
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Taylor’s NFL dream comes true
Stt

n \I iisil

SJM,
list 01 proleronal lootball
players Was expanded M. one during
Monday mornings portion of the
NFL Draft.
Defensive hack Jay Talyor was
chosen by the Phoenix Cardinals in
the sixth round.
"1 was very happy with the
hoice," Tavlor said during a telephone inter% tev, Monday.
lav lot. speedy 174 -pounder, had
diree interceptions. 36 tackles and
14 pass hreak- tips during SJSU ’s
1988 football season In addition, he
ard, on kick-off
eraged 2
, locked at 4.3 see returns and w
oil the ill Nan.] dash.
h,I ncr teartintates Mike
Pew/ Ness York Giants) and James
Saxon (Kansas City (’hiefs) as NFL
draft pi k-.
The Los Angeles Raiders
expressed interest in Taylor and the
reeling \% as mutual because of the
team man-to-man style of defen’,isc cot erage.
Despite this. Taylor said he’s
happt to he playing for the
Cardinals. hut plans revenge during
his lost professional season.
"I Want to get even with all the
teams that passed me hy." he said. "I
Want to show them what they

’I want to get even
with all the teams
that passed me by.’

Jay Taylor,

Sixth round draft pick
of the Phoenix Cardinals
missed."
Location played a large part in
Taylor’s satisfaction with the team’,
pick.
"I wanted to stay on the West
Coast and this is the next best
thing," said Taylor. a native of San
Diego. "I didn’t want to get too far
from home."
Taylor also believed the Cardinals
had a successful draft and was confident to he the first skill player to
be chosen by Phoenix.
"I was the first DB they chose." he
said. "If I had been the second or
third, it would be different."
Taylor, an academic junior majoring in accounting, said he plans to
finish his degree at SJSU but is
withdrawing from this semester
because he is anxious to get into
mini -camp.
"I want to be an impact player." he
said. "I have to learn the plays and
get a feel for the system. That was

SJSU’s Jay Taylor was drafted by the Phoenix Cardinals
when I get to camp. I won’t be totally lost."
A shoulder injury at the end of the
1987 season changed Taylor’s style
of play, causing a noticeable decline
in his performance.
This led some NFL scouts to

believe Taylor would not be signed
during the draft and may be the reason for his middle-round selection.
Taylor played in two college allstar games. the Blue-Gray Classic
on Christmas Day and the Hula
Bowl.

Spartans escape Fullerton and remain tied for third

Martini arrested following scuffle
SJSU football quarterback Ralph
Martini was involved in a fight
Saturday night near Allen Hall in
which a University Police officer
was allegedly punched in the chest.
Martini was charged with fighting
in public. Scott Fletcher. the student Martini was allegedly fighting
with, was charged with battery
after he allegedly struck UPD officer Bryan Garrett in the chest.
The incident occurred at 11:20
p.m. Saturday when UPD Officer
Mark Orechak discovered Martini
and Fletcher wrestling and shouting obscenities at each other out
the back entrance of Allen Hall on
Ninth Street, according to UPD Lt.
Shannon Maloney.
Orechak was able to separate the
two men and was soon aided by
Garrett. At this point, Martini
stopped struggling while Fletcher
allegedly continued to shout and
refused to obey the officers.
When Orechak went to bring his
patrol car closer to the scene,
Fletcher allegedly used his fist to

punch Garrett twice in the chest,
the police report stated.
Both men were taken to Santa
Clara County Jail that night.
The police report did not identify
why the two were fighting. There
were no signs that the pair were
intoxicated.
Martini, a 6 -foot -3. 2I7 -pound
player from BYU, lives in Allen
Hall but could not be reached for
comment Monday.
The attack did not serious injure
Garrett, Maloney said.
SJSU sports information director
Lawrence Fan cautioned against
jumping to conclusions about the
case until all the facts are in.
"We have stereotypes, not just of
atheletes but of race and ethnicity.
This clouds our objectivity of a situation or event." Fan said. "We
have to try to be as objective as
possible.
"To say Ralph was wrong or right
at this point would not be fair." he
added.
Shelby Grad

Karate club nabs first place finish
The SJSU Karate Club finished
I list overall at the Santa Clara
Universitiy Seventh
Annual
Invitational Karate Tournament and
Exibition held Saturday.
The karate club won the first place
placque for general excellence in
three events: team, individual, and
individual sparring and form,
according to the club’s coach, lsao

"By far. this year we were the
most dominant team," Wada said.
SJSU had two individual first
place winners and were first in two
team events.
In the advanced form, Stuart Sakai
won first place; Tuan Vuong took
first place in the intermediate sparring; and June Tanaka took second
See KARATE CLUB. page 7

Its \La dic%k I). Nnderson
I he Spartan baseball team Ira’. cited to (’St Fullerton over the
weekend hoping to solidify their
standing in the Big West conternce.
Instead, the race became more
Jumbled then it was before the three
game series began.
MM. r ;6-11, 7-5 in conference)
%son the Iirst game 7-6 on Friday
helore dropping the last two. 8-6 on
Saturila and 7-6 Sunday, to remain
tied vv oh Fullerton and UNLV for
third place.
The Spartans go on the road to
lace Calitornia .11 2:31) p.m. today.
"File Spartans return home this
weekend to lace Long Beach State.
Ill -2 and in I irst place in the conferente.
SJM defeated the Bears 2-1 on
Feb. 14 at Municipal Stadium.
The Spartans were able to win the
first game on the strength of three
errors hs Fullerton 127-18, 7-51 that
allowed lour unearned runs.
SJSI. jumped to a 3-I lead on run
scoring hits hv Mike (ion/ales anti
Greg Borgerson in the second
inning.
SJSU increased its lead to 6-1
after t he ’Fit:ins shortstop, %Inc
Borgogno. hi it
Eric Booker
ground hall allow ing a run to store.
John Bracken st is hit by a pitch
from Paul Johnson 3-6) to drive in
another run. Kevin Tannahill draw
in the sixth run with a single.
Spartan starter Chris Martin was
unable hi hold the lead as the Titans
came hack W Ith two runs in the ses enth to close to 6-5 on RBI’s by
Das id Staton !his 58th) and Ralph
Ramirei

44No matter how

bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes,/

The Spartans scored the winner in
the ninth when Andy Coan led oil
is ith a single and stole second this
27th i and moved to third on a
passed hall.
With two out-.
Borgogno again booted a grounder
by Booker to give the Spartans the
seventh and decisive run.

You miss her sparkling
sense of hum )r. She misses
vt ill and NI Kir jokes. Even tile
bad ones. That’s one good
reason to call long distance.
Xf&T Long Distance Service
:mother g xxi reason. Be(-Anse ltdt )Sts less than volt
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle heti we you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever vou miss
her laughter, hring a smile
to her flice with AM Reach
out and touch someone.’

Before the series began. SJSt
coach Sam Piraro said the Spartans
would have to score six or seven
runs a game to win.
It worked in the first game, hut not
in the second.
Dave Tellers I I -3) fell behind 3-0
after giving up three hits, two base
on halls and a hit batsman in the
first inning.
SJSU rallied to take a 5-4 led in
the eighth when they scored five
runs.
The Titans battled hack tor four
runs in the bottom of the inning.
With the bases loaded. Peters hit
his second double of the day unit
Tellers, scoring two anti making it
7-4. Peters scored on a single by
Staton to make it 8-5.

Ilyoud like to know more
ANKH AT&T P xlucts and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at I 800 222-0300,

MAC & PC
RENTALS
USE COMPUTERS
HERE IN THE
STORE OR TAKE
ONE HOME
to -0 discount w/ thIS ad
or student ID

card

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S Murhpy

Sunnyvale

Kim (ohen. University of Wisconsin Class of 1990

AT&T

The right choice.
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Karate club

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Continued from page 6

dn

eerairaelir

place in the women’s intermediate event. The karate club
finished first in team sparring and team form.
The victory was the karate club’s third SCU invitational
victory. The University of Nevada Reno has won two and
DeAnza Junior College has won tournament win.
Other members of the karate club that competed in the
one -day event: Martin and Michael Novida, Eric
Raymond, Kitty Lee and Ross Alacar.
Martin Novida, Sakai and Raymond competed in the
form event.
Sakai and Raymond also joined with Vuong to enter the
sparring competition.
Wada, an SJSU human performance professor, has
taught karate at SJSU for eight years and said he initiated the first karate program through the physical education eeparunent.

ff, YOO WegalOgla
NOV&

Members of the SiM karate club pose uith placque

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOUNDRY PARTY MAY 5th 6PM-12,
SJSU Metal Facility, 1036 S 5th
St Dinner, drinks dancing, live
band. Tickets: 87 advance. $8 at

It

door

Tickets available at AS
Business Office, rrn 235 or at
foundry.
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college student.,
Just send a self addressed
stemped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 S 4th St. Boa

.he
(St
WO

kai
tok
par:e

S. Philadelphia, Pm 19147 Apply
today for your future.
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Wont
good coverge you can afford?
We hive quality plans at low
prices

Monthly terms evallable
Call Mark Ellice al 1409)943-9190
for a no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now, Save your teeth. eyes
and Money too Cleanings and office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office or Student
Health Center or call (408)3716911 In San Jose
406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Internal. Romance,
friendship.
adventure
Leave your message of you can
hear shf messages from others,
try it. you’ll be glad you did Call
Messages
change frequently Only S2
sny toll

dolly,

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Fords. Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevy. Surplus Buyers Guide
14024389885 Est 54250
BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for leas
money You pick the model, make
and accessories W. find you the
best deal, no obligatkon independent broker, references call KEN
51 7290639
REWARD FOR INFORMATION Needing
to the apprehension of persons
involved in THEFT 4 17 of ’69
CHEVY CAMERO royal biuwhi
strp R.overed on 11th SI A
Horning. S J Cell 2644097.
SEIZED CARS, trucks boats, 4 wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI, IRS.
DEC Amiable your area now.
Call (805)682-7555, est C-1255.
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
gel you where your. going Special payment plan & cum credit
for students El & J Motors, corner
of Ist & Virginia, 7985 1.1 SI.
San Jose, 2894818
82 JETTA - Most sail - 92 thousand
miles Call or leave message 971)5872

Call

(406)

REAL ESTATE office
needs mature secretary r.optioniel 2 pertlimors or more to fill
hra of 8.5,M-F Good not last typing a must Good pay, based on
asp, & skills May lain sm.
Apply regardless of avall hrs
calling Ray 296-5522 (eve. 559

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) Delinquent tax
Repossessions Call 1-

602-838-9885, eat G114250

king $189

You get both pieces
Bunkbed $129 Bedlrames available now it your bed Isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you MN, why not get new bed?
Our beds are very comfortsble
cheap Call 945.8558
WEDDING DRESS - Size 78. 54000,
o Perfect for
summer wedding Call 395-4827

CHI OMEGA would like to congristulate Its awesome award winners
Melinda, Teri. Sue, Shirley & Allison Keep up the good work RHO
BETA GALS,

HELP WANTED
ASSOCIATES. P0 Box 3247, San
Jose. CA 95118
ADDRESS ENVELOPES, $900 & up
per week Send SASE Rented.
Associates, P0 Box 3247, Seri
Jose, Ca 95156 Need 25 people
ATTENTION

- HIRING. Government

lobs -your area 517.840-869.485
Cell 1-802-838-6085, Ext 414250
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on greveyd shift
and weekend shift (26-40 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mach or
elec assembly rip or motif ad In
the science* Or Computer Wog
citizen We offer
Must be U S
Call
rCmb
education
100%
415493.1900, x445. VARIAN
AVON SALES - Buy or serti Avon’
Earn s -Ire Incame or allow me to
sell to you, WI be.ty co In
America - Do your shopping wfth
let me
Avoid crowds
serve you ME 9 30-5 30 J..
Aron!

251-5942
B ABYSETTER pert MN, 10-12 llexIble
hr. weed 53.00 hr Coil Marlyn
at 723-7480
S USSPERSONS NEEDED, fine dining
experience necessary Apply in
548$
person TuersSed

Fmari.

2nd St

CHEER

UP, lin hiring Due to esp.Con. I need more people 10 earn
0190 to 8600 a week for pert 1111ne
hours doing a phone promotion
bonuses We
Guaranteed salary
trek Cae Dave 406-7274447

CHILDCARE

POSITIONS

AVAIL

Full and pal NM PIMPS
MellgOOMOIla Merle.. Northern
CIMMIRIS PIIIINAN, 175 Son Anto
Ile Rd Sells 112. L. Altos. Ca
ABLE

14092, (415)9.94933
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at reski.tial terciMies tor
rams adults & clolesceas with
ration & refitted dleablairis FuN
and pen How positions evelleble

mystery with us at
Mass, open to sit 7 P M Sundays,
at the VIvan Chapel of the al
U nified Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St. San Jose We also train
clergy, both mei* and female, who
share our vision For further Info, merlon, call 374-7455 evenings

ENTHUSIASTIC

SALESPERSONS
needed for shop in the MOP. on
S 11 Si , 293-7919

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS.
Intl busi.a. & Investors Seek
foreign nationals with first hand
knowledge of economic, amine., scientific. & political condi11. In home country for consulting assistance For info send
resume to ACS inti,700 St. Marys
Pl.
Suite 1400 San Ant.les,
TS76205 or 800-626-28211 Est 956

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
your
very
own
Confidential,
prob. 247-7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave . San Jose
EXAM FILES frm Professors throughout the USA Emm problems with
the professors own detailed solutions Avalleble for El Engineering

HOME
ATTENDANT
wanted Greet for student., Sat &
Sun 8-4pm Brian McGee 379-

courses, Calculus. FIT, DM Eqns
La Alg, Chem, 0-Chern, Physics
& more 23 different books avail-

5010

able at Spartan Bookstore (down.
sleds) and Roberts Bookstore

FUNERAL

GET REAL LIFE COMPUTER EXPERIENCE! Spartan Bookstore Computer Department is looking for
sales people to work 7AM to 1PM
Stop by or call 924-1909
INTERESTED IN MUSIC? Sales person
needed for
Los Gatos Music

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center, 101h &
San Carlos For morn infouncion

store, 0811 379-8588
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL

&

year
round positrons available now
Salary Lifeguards 55 50-$6 40 hr
Pool Managers 57 00-43 60 hr

NOW

about activities, call Res
FIrnhaber at 298-0204

MIKE BUHLE" Care for another dip in
the pool? Give mos cell, LINDA
SOLETHI3OUND? I’m selling ono way
ticket San Jose-Ontario for May
8th. only 565.e0es 3784196

Call 942.2470
OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY’. Now
hiring Hosts and Hostesses
Apply in person Monday-Frklay 23’ 30 PM, 51 N. San Pedro St.
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - hand month Call

VISA

MASTERCARD,

home 0550 easy’ When you call.
you will be told how to leave your
own message or hear six differeni
messages left by others There
are rnmsages from people with all

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full port lima security

types of interests When you ’war
something you like, give that per-

officer s all shifts Full pert timer
evening process servers We will
traIn Apply in person Mon -Fri.

son call That’s it, Call today
roll, If any

9AM-4PM, 260 Meridian Ave. San

SOFTWARE Business
seeks secretary to handle vicious

52

SERVICES

Jo., Acul.ts Inc

Professional,
duties
pleasant
phone manner. typing 55 wpm
at sp. Napo. shorthand. $6 hr
Full time, call 745-0234

Now there

is fast. easy wily to meet quality
people in the privecy of your

Kevin 727-

mer lob opportunity, Call De Ansa
College Sports Camp at 404-996488610, info or app

BAY

SOUTH

406-976-2002

(905)602-7555, act 5-1062

Host.. Department apply in per.
son Monday. Friday, 2-4PM 51 N
San Pedro, San Jose

If

e at M.1103

BULLETIN BOARD

SPAGHETTI FACTORY now HIRING

Even

hankrupt or bed credit. We guarantee you card or double your
money back Call (1305) 682-7555

PASSPORT UNLIMITED It hiring for
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
e suer restaurants
25 hr W14
5150 00 guaranteed
8962

OR

BARE IT ALL. Slop shaving. ..rating.
tweezing or using chemical depilltorN Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chln,
bikini, tummy. moustche. Cc
15% discount to students and faculty Call before June 1, 140.9
get your first appl at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Caro Gwen Chelgren, R F.
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom Ave.
CC
Hair Today Gone Tomor

PUBlISHING

SERVICES

B rochures,
flyers.
graphic.
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of

terimon & evening shifts avell
personality
able Good volt*

signs, (415)984-9183

5 30-7 30PM
(or
7 30-9 30PM).
$10 hr Cell 8111 .1 (401)720-5810
WANTED

DATA

ENTRY

pert -time.

mln 50 WPM. good communiclion Preferred spoken English &
Spanish Contact PAC LUTRAN

Amp, S J Cony Clr end more
Concerts. spoils & private par.
114* It you are looking to eam
mire money hand on your avail.
ability, plea. call
t 5) 3649966

Marl Network

$03-$8 hr to start 50 posItion Reception Securtty, no imp nee FT PT,
day swing grave CUM Weekly
pay dental in. benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
Apply VANwort. In HI-tech
GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd, Sento Clam (between Son
Tonum & 0100111

potential! 290.2245.Denny

HOUSING
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
available from government froni
RI without credlt check You rd
pelf Also tas delinquent foreclosure. call (1105) 682-7555. est 14
1513 for repo Itst your wee
ROOM FOR RENT Starts Juno Nice
Female nonapt on 12th St
smoker only, 6250 rno 279.0969
SHARE 3156. 2 be condo Hwy
&
McKee 10 min from campus,
pool. sp. S J OWN reap MS.

Manu

Ch.k

Melt

apply S1100cno., cal 778.371$

9001682b1h.5211 11 10th SI Anal
May 15, call 2164330 or 924-2100
5511 fOr Cent
7th SC Neer comets
cable
TV
MOM, CM 2611-04311
belfroorn.

Latchkey Diary

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACKNOWLEDGEABLE in typing that tops
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
51 50 per page double spaced

i

j519cIretle

"l*f nict i

Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guaranteed Thanks
WORD

i4’

4i9t.tfeclo.d 13iqt
9cq/ of )6W1/1.9

ACCOUNTABILITY.

PROFESSIONAL

Gary Delamore

PRO-

le.

qp is -trying to jet- 64
of all -liNe tkirwo yoq
-tt,irNK are irvifertavit as
qv% s .
wkick
A Kid

CESSING Clack and neeso.ble
ram turnaround Letter quality
Call Shelly (404 247.7520
SAM, WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND
I EAVE THE TYPING TO ME Graduate end undergred Resumes.
term papers, thee., reports 01 411
kinds

Student rates for Under
grads Available dm. eves ....kends by appt Call Anna 972-4992

Daily Interruption

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Professional word-processing mrs,
Ices that include last turnaround,
guar.tee copy, grammar editing,
laser printer, graphs and so much
more Cali PAMELA .1 (400) 946-

Jok
Woe,
vot/IRE.
NotstwIl0C7

3862 to reserve your time now
Only IS minutes Irom campus
ABSTRACT WE RE

NOT. Academic
VOINd processing our epecirsity

John Lascurettes

C)401,1,Yot1C4
GOT ADC
To woRkOle

’ HE (.AE"

I-’\

[vi

WANT TO

po

Guaranteed
quality
occur-trey
Frea disk storage proofing Red
sortable rales We no fast depend-

tti
TDa6

able. granumcdsperrienved College grads, so call us with papers,
reports. theses (asp Science).
etc .1 251.0449
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desk.
top publishing & word processing Papers,thesisresumes.
reports. manuscripts & group
propels wekome Studenr rates.
7 min Inn campus or 6410 & McKee

Laugh Lines

Wanda Folk

(BERRYESSA area)

To ensure
on
completion

your
papa,,
schedule reserve your time early

TAP
TAP
TAP
TAP

ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typing. reasonable
TINT papers and resumes

Call

Elalne 279.2221.290 Meridian

( I MN T uNDERSTAND vv..
GREAT’ Till PAPERS DUE\
HAPPENED’ IT wORKED
IN AN HOUR. 01.10I DOMT
HAVE A TYPEWRITER
JUST FINE YLsTERDAY,
iI

TAP
TAP

SKROINK !
.

ANN s WORD PROCESSING Theses Reports Leiters No time to type
your paper’ Cell Mary Ann al
Ann a. Santo Clete. 241-5490

/

A-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER

NIGHT

WORDPROCESSING-

Typirg resumes from $25 Downtown San Jose’ Call 920-0595

MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We match
students with avallabie financier

)

- ,.._

.

"--

,

Clow to school Available night
and day Rush lobs ore my awl silty Call Pam at (408) 2245025 or

j-

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced
professional word
processing
with Laser printer Theses term
papers, group protects. etc All
APA
including

Classified

formers

$1 75 page double spec. 110
pooh) Gulag return Transcription
services

evadable

fossional

Almaden.

CALL MRS MOR?ON at 2664448 for
EDITING WORD PROCESSING
of germ papersmsrearch protects
resumes Will gladly assist w
grenfiner, punctuation, and set,

COMPUTER- focisccurate, neer Ham.
Mon & Winchester. Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 51 50 per

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD", This year,
call typist who Is xperimmd in

rised Mang iservice provide you
01111
custom list of sources
After you fill out data form, our
computer selects only those

all formats (including APA) kW all
your typing needs) theses) Call
Linda The Write Type 723-1714
EDP SERVICES

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You’ve gol the party, wave got
the musk’ Michel Productions
provides a wide varNty of music
for your wadding party Or dene
at reasonable rotes Call Desiree
or Phil at 2709910 or 922-7359
RE.
EDITING.
SEARCH. ClusItty work Call DEE

PROOFREADING,

WORDPROCESSING
On campus pickup delivery Latter quality Term were, group
morsels, thee., r.urnes, faculty
propos, etc CPA, MLA. Swabian

EVERGREEN

formats Goal guar (27 yrs imp
Cell 502 274-3654 Heave message) Available? days meek. also
June. July and August
EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make the boat Impression? A ..Ify.typed paper
gets higher grade For rho best
result. call Barbara at
(406)972-9430
WRITE TYPE
AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your maiden., bulkiness, legal
word processing needs Term pa
pers. report., resumes, letters,
group prorects. menuis
etc Letter quality, All formats

plus APS. SPEICHEK. punctus
All
lion. grammar assistance
work guaranteed Free disk stor
ego Affordable student & f.ulty

PI US

rat., For professional, dependable worry.tree service et its best
PAM

reports

resumes public @lions
manuscripts, conespodence, etc
Will mid in grammar smiling punctuation For prompt. 7 day
rasp... Nave message Mr

247-2691 (S Clem)

GO WITH THE BEST, Top-quaitty sac
retariel peruke for All your
WORD processing needs Grsphlcs. charts, leHers reports, mend
strips. resumes, term was.
theses Lot our words work for
you, Editing. grammar 6 spell
ch.lrIng All work do. on
PS La.., Prinior. or prrnting horn
Mac II comyour disk Both 11,04

Pamela at (408)260-1021
PROFESSIONAL

TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 years mpg..
Reasonable rates & last
turn -around Close to campus
Phone 292-4096
once

RESUME WRITING

TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word pro.
miming
Career consultations
WI professional NO,
Bay area
im Career Center. 1765 Stoll

puters Spector student rate’ Call
Printy’s WORDWORKS at 253.
WORD or 253-WORK
MASTERS

CANDIDATES

AND

UN.

DERGRADS Experienced MOWS
typist accepting bookings tor
Spring

1969 deadlines Student
WORD PROCESSING

discount

923-8461

PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsrener

Blvd. Santa Clare 243-4070
SPEEDY DEL ’VERY TYPING
On campus pick-up & delivery
274.081)00, beeper. 236.9483

WOW!, approkomehVY

SPEEDY DEi (VERY TYPING on campus Pick-up & delivery, 774-0800
or beeper’ Call 236-9483
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
- Prof..sionai typing 6 business sr,
ices

Fast. reason.. & accurate C1111404929-3025
TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES -RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(4081972-1563

WORD

PROCESSING. transcription
Term papers theses. mum..
manuscripts

Fast tumeround
storage Experleneed
typist and legal transcriber MI51393
Free disk

WORD

PROCESSING. professional,
speedy (service, reasonable rates.
S San Jose REAP SERVICES,
call 281-6590

WRITING, RESEARCH EDITING Oarsallietespert start 800-777 7901

30 wk.,

W11150,91 r.

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

PLANNING A WEDDING? I. ook1ng tor
service
non-deraminetional

PROFESSIONAL

processing,

Print Your Ad Here

and guaranteed’ Call or write
Student Aid Service., 108 E Frernont Ova. .176, Sunnyvele. Ca

iv personal vows? Plan now for
summer ceremonies Cell Rev
Larson at 257-7923

experiences] pro-

word

theses, resumes. It/tiers. reports
Just 15 minutes from campus
Call Evelyn. 2704014

met.)
Equipment us.
Word
Pert.t & HPLaserAstil Consider

old regsrdiess of grades or family
Income Lot our unique compute-

sources you are qualified to receive, thus ensuring Iher bat possible list Our service Is low-cost
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Two
Days
54 RO
SS 70

Three
Days
P!,
3 I ales
-TI, Ines
$6 15
Stifles $570 S660 $700
,nes 56 55 $750 S7 90
ach Additional tine Add S 90
One
Day
53 90
$4 80

Four
Days
55 50
$640
$730
S8 10

Five
Days
55 7t,

56 60
S7 50
S840

Each
Extra
Day
51 ofi
SI 15
51 30
51 45
Print Name

s

Semester Rates (All Issues)

at (406)211-7021

ines 550 00 10.14 I irues 570 00
IS Plus Lines 590 00

Address

Phone 921-3277
City ft Stole
E nclosed

S

hi)

54118

only

2 BORKI 2 IITH APT rir college Newly
remodeled, meltable NOW CM
On
mgr 2094157

palrit

(408) 29741109,TWA carfare rep

able busln. experience and former English motor
WILLOW
GLEN eras

low Glen area call Maria at MP

drapes. store, redly, newly re-

266.571 5

your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credit Card Call Andy at

8th sods., Salvador

4 Wind 2 lath. 201 IS Sth SI. mints,
Viclorien

TRAVEL
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
06 anywhere any fare Purchase

fence structure (knowledgable 011
Turebian, APA. & Campbell for.

ulIl & dep. (406) 272-

9274

modeled

sat., expert, star! 800.777.7901

Writing Cesning
lecturer’s Hanover GSI S Velust. Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
end evening wear, specialising In
weddings. formal, etc RE ASONABL E RATES, quollly work in Wil-

$349 rno

vaRNINs,i

941-5036

940137. 1 -900-USA -1221, 001 1153

SM DIVERSIFIED Bus needs and b.
per Newt 11ex hrs Good Carting
pay. errant asp for resume. grth

zettiackur

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Vets

BranhamNee Phone 264-4504

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union -benefits include TultionBooks-Computer Loans Com
pelltIve Savings Rates
Free

LATE

WORKERS NEEDED TO staff events
at SJSU Ran Center, Shoreline

11-tE LITTLE POJ MAN
ILIE PO

(409)225-9009
DESKTOP

all fields up to ex.utives We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copNs of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes tor lust 530,
FREE DELIVERY
Fin.. Da

TUTORS NEEDED Teach high school
Currents 2 times for more) wk frrn

WL

FROM LIARAF*INEx 114E
WOMEN 11165 toR

PJ-923-2309

APPOINTMENT
time, $20005
POSSIBLE, deify cash Walking
distance horn campus, friendly
Al.
atmosphere
supportive

TELEMARKETING,
SETTING
Pen

RILL 114E L11.E
NON IN
VE WATER REX-I_ IZEPRAIN

Ptc.t,l las is ltbul2 RIZsT

writers
ReQualified
acts
writing Catalogue Wont guaranteed
Low rates
Collegiate
Comrnuniadlons Berkeley (415)

brate that

MAC esp. ’odd
engineering co needs Crealliva
energetic drafter, 297-2960

(409) 279-2050
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $50000 & up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA

Goes sense of mystery, not
mans Insfistonce on dogma Cele-

DRAFTER ARTIST

Call BIAS at 298-3033

GREEK

ECCLESIA GNOST1CA SACRAMENTORUN For gnostic., religion Is

0232)

SUNNYVALE

MATi RESS SETS. NEW" BEDS"
Twin 565, full 589. queen $129.

CONGRATULATIONS PHAN NGUC
LIEN. Good luck in dental school
We’re very PROUD of you!

Lift

Gus Torres

WILL THE Lintz FAT tAliN IN
NE WATER FLEteiE LEAN&
EtEER KEE, OUT Ce 114E

some,. word-processing All sub-

PERSONALS

448-3953
DOWNTOWN

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP counselors
need. from June 26-Aug 4
$652 hour for a great, fun sum-

FOR SALE
properly

$6-56 255,

AV WI, NEM TO
CROGOOKE3 70 59VE

Rocky

Classified
Starting

cosy-copy!!

OKAY, tfUroxiotos atiOw

iwtr AMP ETCAGEY
OP BON MY MO OfF

T-SHIRTS for fraternities. sorortil.,
01141., busr.ss Custom Screen
wanting on shine Meet.. snd
lockets Cluellly work at nitleOnd
aft rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug et (404262-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-10 PM
H

WRITING,
Acadernk,
tante

papal,

SERVICES
Meals soar

Ohoelvertting

Meting. re-

Circles Classification
Announcemenls

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

Pot Sale
Typing

LOS) El Found

Stereo

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified

Desk LOCated Inside

D804208

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Tuesday, April 25, I989/Spartan Daily

Flyer
From page I
the paper showing the young woman
with an ear -to -ear %mile.
Schw juke could not he reached
for comment
Although no one in Miller’s tamily has es el been reported missing.
she said she’s had experiences that
make he, sensitise to issues like this
Vargas "has taken the formai ot
posters that go up all the tune.

Zimmer
8
he, i 1% ,,, a marketing class. It
is unknow ii it she was attacked while
Oil campu’.
Wintei would not say whether
Monday ’s visit by San Jose police
reflects a greater possibility that

Miller said. "Usually it’s girls Ion
missing persons flyers), hut not always. These kids are stolen and
abused."
Vargas said he never meant for the
flyer to he posted on campus.
He had arranged with Schwirzke’s
sorority sisters to put the poster only
in the woman’s sorority house and
apartment. he said.
Vargas said he considered putting
the flyer in one of Schwirzke’s classrooms, but decided it was in pixir
taste.
I’m totally against it being on

campus.’ ’ Vargas said.
Vargas claims he has no idea who
took the flyer from the sorority
house, made copies and posted them
on campus.
"I’m sorry if I insulted anyone,"
he said. "But it wasn’t meant for the
public."
When Miller learned Vargas’
story, she said it made the flyer "a
little bit less offensive.
"But somebody is still supremely
insensitive enough to think this is
funny. I still don’t like it very
much."

Zimmer was assall lied at school.
The /mime; murder will he the
subject ii a Crime Stoppers segment
on K N.1 V Channel 11.
The short feature. shown during
the station’s nightly newscast, asks
isew cis to call police with information about cases, Winter said.
The case has preoccupied police
and /mune] ’s relatives ever since

By having such a positive expeshe failed to return home alter a
missed eye doctor’s appointment and rience in a beginning news class it
really
made me want to stick with it
group meeting the night of March
and improve my style of writing,"
10.
she said. "It’s really kind of sad beA search by family members fol- cause one of the first things we did
lowing her disappearance eventually was learn how to write an obituary."
Haight was born in Lewistown.
led police to Lot 2 of the San Jose
airport, where Zimmer was discov- Mont., in 1922. He moved to Oregon with his family and later to Palo
ered.
Alto in 1927. He attended schools in
Palo Alto before coming to SJSU.
Haight worked for two stints on
the Palo Alto Times, once during the
late 1940s, and again from 19501963. Ile worked as a reporter, city
editor, and assistant editor during his
13 -year tenure.
In 1964, Haight began working as
a reporter at what is now called the

From page I
After his service, he returned to
Stanford University, where he
worked on the Stanford Daily. He
graduated from Stanford in 1944 and
later returned for a master’s degree
in joumalism in 1948.
Kris Schreck, a senior majoring in
radio and television journalism, was
a student in Haight’s beginning journalism class in 1986. She described
Haight as being "extremely helpful."

Show: New technology featured
Fre1111/94lee
S1.1 student.
I :1St ’,CI 11C stel.
tered the hist National Automobil.
Model Design Contest, held in IN:
cember at the Los Angeles Auto
Show .
Out (It 92 entrants for the I.. A.
auto show, only three top ass ards
and 10 honorable mentions w Cie
awarded.
Of the 13 cars featured in the
March 1987 issue of Omm magazine. lise honorable mentions were
awarded to SJS1 students Korey

Disabled
From
/
Great America or for dinners will be
awarded To \\ inners of the t nal heat.
The ia.n.-..ue open iii mmri,’iie

Five honorable mentions were awarded
to SJSU students.
Chun. Phil Frank. Ward Moore.
Manuel Laguatan, and Nate Cervante.
The works of these students will
be on display’ at tonight’s shmw.
which also features original designs
"They’re a lot of fun," said Louis
Duane, president of the Disabled
Students Association. "It gives ablebodied people a chance to see what
types of equipment are available to
disabled people. It’s a good expericflee...

The ACE award -winner is chosen
by the newspaper’s staff and not the
management. That is one of the reasons that the award is such an honor,
San Jose Mercury News. Later, he Lundstrom said.
One of the most remarkable asbecame chief of the North County
bureau. In 1971 he was named city pects about Haight was his willingness to adopt and take in foster
editor to the afternoon edition.
After returning for a brief period children, friends and colleagues
as North County bureau chief. said.
Haight and his wife opened their
Haight returned to the afternoon edition as an assistant city editor, and home to 15 foster children who came
from broken families, or suffered
then was named state editor in 1987.
"He was one of those guys who is from emotional and physical proban absolute prince," said Mack lems.
Lundstrom. a part-time journalism
In addition to his wife, he is surinstructor at SJSU and a copy editor vived by 10 children and step -chilfor the Mercury News.
dren: Boyd Jr., Robert, Laura, Ron"There is not a finer newsman nie, Thomas. Charlotte, Anne,
around," he said. "I venture to say Michael, Ebony, and Beckett.
Michael, II, Ebony. 10, and
he was the same way as a teacher.
Beckett, 7, lived at Haight’s home in
His students really liked him a kit."
Lundstrom said Haight was a Palo Alto at the time of his death.
"firehorse" city editor who came to ,
"He was certainly eminently
work at 3:30 a.m, and didn’t leave qualified to teach anything about
until 10 p.m.
journalism," said Paul Lukes, an
"He loved to get on a story that SJSU journalism lecturer.
"I just knew by the way he apwas breaking and get it into the
paper," Lundstrom said. -He was proached the field he was a profesthe kind of city editor who sional newsman," he said. "I only
marshalled his troops and got them wish there were more people like
him.
out there to cover a story.’’
"For an editor. I’m sure that’s the
Haight was also honored by his
peers two years ago when he was way he would have wanted to go
editing copy."
one of the first to receive the paper’s
Funeral arrangements are still
Award for Commitment to Excelpending.
lence.

Instructor: Dies at work

Cher’s boyfriend gets two years’ probation

based on SJSU research.
Alumni and professionals will
also be on hand to offer their views.
LOS ANGELES (API
Cher’s
Other entries will be a miniature ex -bagel baker boyfriend received
telephone, a blender and computer no jail time for smashing a photographer’s camera, but was sentenced
terminals.
today to two years’ probation. 3(8)
hours of community service and $1,The highlight of the day is the an- 175 in fines and court costs.
Rob Camilletti, 24, was accused
nual recognition and awards ceremony that will be held in the Loma of trying to run down free-lance phoPrieta Room from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
tographer Peter Brandi in a Ferrari
W’iggsy Sivensen, president of the on July 27 outside the home of the
Academic Senate, will present the Oscar-winning actress.
He pleaded no contest Feb. 28 to
keynote address.

two counts of vandalism. A reckless pesky paparazzi and the frustration
driving charge was dismissed at sen- of living under the media spotlight
tencing.
for the flare-up.
Camilletti was not present in West
Cher, 42, who won a best actress
Los Angeles Municipal Court for the Oscar in 1988 for her role in
sentencing by Judge Ronald Schoen- "Moonstruck," has since moved out
berg, and was also expected to miss of the Benedict Canyon home where
a restitution hearing for Brandt this the incident took place.
afternoon.
During a news conference after
Camilletti, a former New York
the incident, Cher and Camilletti an- bagel baker. pizza chef and bargrily denied he tried to run down the tender who met Cher at a New York
photographer. The actress blamed nightclub on her 40th birthday.

SiSt: Celfbiales \at Iona! Dan, ( Neck

Free Dance C oncerts
in the Student Union Amphitheatre
Thursday
April 27 1989
I 30 pm
12 i1

Tuesday.
April 25. l 989
noon
I pm
Danceworks ensemble
performs with the VS!’
World of Music
Impriit’ltiaill,n Hand

University
Dance
Theatre

9 .
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PROGRAMBOARD

Student%

WANT TO LEARN A
t FOREIGN LANGUAGE 1
1 but can’t attend class regularly ?
Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

BASIC SPANISH
4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

is

Call 924-4602
Foreign Languages
come
to
or
Sweeney Hall #219

at

"CLUBE LUSITANIA"
Portuguese Student Association of S.J.S.U.
Presents
1st Portuguese -American College Encounter

Today!
Student Union’s Umunhum Room
9:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.
Speakers:
Dr. Gail Fullerton
Dr. Herald Da Silva
Counseling Services
Dr. Jose Costa
John Alfazema
Pamela Hazleton
Isabel De Sousa
Patricia Smith
Lunch and Entertainment by Mariel
Umunhum Room - 11:30 to 1:00pm
Students and Faculty Welcome!
For more info call 408-262-8044
Sponsored by Clube Lusitanla and the Intercultural Steering
Committee of San Jose State University

1. The perfect summer
job would offer:
a. flexible hours both
during summer and
winter months.
b. competitive salary
$5.00-8.00/hr
c. training.
d. pleasant working
environment.
e. all the above
If you chose "e" then Unicopy, the Silicon Valley’s
leading business reproduction center, would like to talk to you.
Specializing in printing and photocopying of technical manuals,
Unicopy has immediate openings in the following areas:
-Customer Service -Manufacturing
-Production
-Drivers
For more information please call

(408)744- 1247

UNICOPY
Business Reproduction Centers

E.O.E.

